Bancor (BNT)

About:

The World’s First Decentralized Liquidity Network, Bancor is redesigning the way people create and share value by ensuring continuous on-chain liquidity between blockchain-based assets.

The Bancor Network Token, or BNT, is the hub network token. It activated in June 2017. Users can convert any token within the network to BNT or vice versa.

Advantages:

1) Unlimited Liquidity: Bancor’s unique automated pricing mechanism ensures your token can always be converted, even if no one is selling.
2) **Embeddable Widget** : Allow your token to be converted anywhere with just a few lines of code.

3) **No Fees** : No listing fees to join the network. Stake your tokens and your BNT in a smart contract that you own.

4) **Thousands Of Tokens Pairs** : Your token can instantly be converted by any of the 100+ tokens in the network.

**Goal** : The Foundation’s mission is to champion the Bancor Protocol as the standard for value creation and transfer.